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Abstract: Nowadays, audio editing tools can easily utilized to alter any digital audio signal. The original
recorded conversation can be modified by inserting fake statement in order to twisted the context. Most of such
tampering are difficult to identify by relying only on human hearing. Hence, a robust tool is required to help
detecting tampered audio if present. In forensic community, it is known that digital traces exists on each audio
signal due to characteristics of the acquisition device. Detecting the acquisition device information can be
helpful for forensic practitioner to evaluate consistency of the recording. In this study, three features are
investigate to classify the microphone models while take into consideration the issue of identical model. Those
features are analyzed and compared in the experiments. The result indicated that Gabor filterbank feature
outperformed than others. Thus, the Gabor feature has great potential to localize forgery that present on digital
audio recording.
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1. Introduction
Digital multimedia are widely used in many website or online media to deliver information more attractively.
It also used for many purposes such as evidence in court, entertainment industry, health and medical and other
public interest. Such digital content can be formed from speech/conversation recording, camera footage and
photograph. The raw content must contain authentic information as it capture the real-time situation. However,
after post-processing the information might altered or twisted when someone intentionally tamper the raw
content. Hence, an forgery detection can be useful to investigate altered digital content.
Currently, intensive research in forgery detection is mainly focus in digital image and video content.
Meanwhile, it is still lack of study in audio forgery detection. This paper would study on audio forgery technique.
The audio forgery techniques are very useful to combat digital forgery problems such as copyright issue,
blurring court evidence, alter recording of figure or politician statement for black campaign, authenticate
correctness of financial recording and other sensitive issue.
As an example, the corruption issue that raise in developing country, where it involving large amount of
money, the corruptors may talk over the phone when dealing with some party. The investigator can reveal the
corruption once it happen through the taped conversation. However, other party can try to obscure the evidence
somehow by altering the taped conversation with another conversation, which recorded using identical phone.
Hence, investigator have to proof it in the court that the recording was genuine using some forgery detection
technique. In another case, an record company sometimes distribute low quality version of an album for
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promotional purposes. The copyright pirates would utilized that low quality album and somehow make over it
into fake high quality album and sell it to make profit. The customer and record company both would suffer
losses. Hence, the audio forgery technique is greatly demanded these days.
Related works in forgery detection for audio signal can be found in [1-16, 24]. Farid [10] proposed
bispectral analysis to authenticate forgery in human speech. Using bispectral analysis, he assumed un-natural
higher order statistical correlation would occurs in forged signal. However, this technique only suitable when the
major tampering happen on the signal. Yang et al [6, 7, 11] studied audio forgery based on frame offsets but it
works only for MPEG audio format. Maher [4] described forensics tools on audio enhancement and
interpretation. Nicolalde & Apolinario [8] utilized electrical network frequency (ENF) to authenticate digital
audio recording. Yang [24] argued that recent forgery detection method would failed once post-processing
applied on forged audio. Yang proposed white noise detection based on sign change rate approach.
Unfortunately, that method very limited to detect additive noise only. Meanwhile, other researchers works on
audio forensic by exploring microphone identification [12, 13], reflected sounds [14] and audio coding analysis
[15,16], but none of them study tampered audio that involved identical microphone model.
As discuss in literature, more works are still required in audio forgery detection because many issues are
remain open. Talking about sophisticated forgery, they would attempt to hide audible trace due to forgery using
some techniques such as applying some noises or filters at post-processing. As instance, the forger could adding
white noise after altered the audio signal to blur all traces. Such task can be done with less effort using audio
editing software that available in market, for example Audacity. However, it is obvious detecting various of
noises and filters at a time will time consuming and superfluous. Hence, this study proposed a novel approach to
detect the forgery by considering microphone's fingerprint. Audio signal that have unstable fingerprint can be
considered as tampered audio signal. This paper investigated three features named Gabor filterbank, MFCC and
PLP to identify the microphone model. The method is tested tampered audio that recorded using 5 microphone
models, where each one at least have two to three identical models. The comparison is carried out to reveal the
best features for microphone's fingerprint.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2.1, the method that utilized to extract the microphone's
fingerprint is described. Afterward, the dataset is presented in section 2.2. Finally, experimental result and
conclusion are shown in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively.

2. Proposed Method
2.1. Microphone's Fingerprint Extraction
In general, microphone's fingerprint is derived from digital traces that exists on digital audio signal due to
several factors [19]. In this work three features are considered as microphone's fingerprint, which are Gabor
filterbank, mel-frequency ceptral coefficient (MFCC) and perceptual linear prediction (PLP). Accordingly, there
is three different features that represent as a fingerprint of each microphone. Initial assumption is each
microphone has unique fingerprint such that twelve microphones presented by twelve fingerprints. The
fingerprint is simply extracted from audio signal with fixed window size. The window size is set to 0.025
seconds in the experiment. Figure 1 depicted the general overview of proposed method to obtain the
microphone's fingperprint.
MFCC and PLP can be considered as baseline on the comparison because those features have been widely
used and proven robust in speech recognition [22, 23]. In general, PLP and MFCC shared several analogous
steps. First, both features applied hamming window and DFT on input signal. Then, a set of filterbank are
employed to generate the power spectrum. Obviously, the main difference between PLP and MFCC are on
filterbank that utilized and how processing the power spectrum to produce 13 features set. For the detailed
MFCC and PLP features can be read in reference [22, 23].
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Fig. 1: Diagram of Proposed Feature Extraction for Microphone's Fingerprint

The Gabor filterbank would briefly described in this paper since this feature still new in audio signal
processing. Schadler et al. [20] proposed Gabor filterbank Auditory Spectrum (GFAS) features for speech
recognition. The Gabor function is considered as proven able to represent speech signal in compact spectrotemporal structure, allow constant overlap, compress the output excess and has flexible parameters. Schadler et
al reported that their features are robust for speech recognition. Hence, this study attempt to exploit Gabor
filterbank feature on tampered audio detection. The flowchart of Gabor filterbank feature extraction is depicted
in figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Diagram of Proposed Feature Extraction

1. Perform Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) equation 1 on fixed window part of input signal to
transform it into power spectrum, as denoted below:
∞

𝑋𝑚 (𝑤) = ∑ 𝑥 (𝑛)𝑤(𝑛 − 𝑚𝑅)𝑒 −𝑗𝑤𝑛 = 𝐷𝑇𝐹𝑇𝑤 (𝑥. 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑅 (𝑤))
𝑛=−∞

(1)

Where, 𝑥 (𝑛) and 𝑤(𝑛) are input signal at time 𝑛 and length of M window function (e.g. Hamming)
respectively. 𝑋𝑚 (𝑤) and R are DTFT function of segmented data that centralized with time mR and
hop size in the middle of consecutive DTFTs, respectively.

2. The Mel-spectrogram is generated based on ETSI standard [21]. It contain twenty three frequency
channels that divided into equal distance called are lower, central and higher frequency. The Melspectogram is calculated as follow:
0 , 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓𝑙 and 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓ℎ
(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑙)
, 𝑓𝑙 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓𝑐
𝑯(𝑓) = (𝑓𝑐 − 𝑓𝑙)
(𝑓ℎ − 𝑓)
, 𝑓𝑐 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓ℎ
{ (𝑓ℎ − 𝑓𝑐)
(2)
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3. The GFAS feature then extracted from the generated Mel-spectogram by applying 59 2D-Gabor
filter that has shaped from two parameter spectral and temporal values [20]. The filter is denoted as
𝑔(. ) and computed below:
2𝜋𝑥
ℎ𝑏 (𝑥) = {0.5 − 0.5 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑏 ) ,
0,

𝑖𝑓 −

𝑏
𝑏
<𝑥<
2
2
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
(3)

𝑠𝑤 (𝑥) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑤𝑥)
(4)
𝑔(𝑘0 , 𝑛0 , 𝑤𝑘 , 𝑤𝑛 , 𝑘, 𝑛, 𝑣𝑘 , 𝑣𝑛 , ∅) = 𝑠𝑤𝑘 (𝑘 − 𝑘0 )𝑠𝑤𝑛 (𝑛 − 𝑛0 ). ℎ 𝑣𝑘 (𝑘 − 𝑘0 )ℎ
2𝑤𝑘

𝑣𝑘 (𝑛
2𝑤𝑛

− 𝑛0 ). 𝑒 𝑖∅
(5)

The parameter including: 𝑘 is channel and 𝑛 is time-frame, it centralized at 𝑘0 and 𝑛0 , spectral and
temporal modulation frequency denoted as 𝑤𝑘 and 𝑤𝑛 , respectively, then number of semi-cycles
determined using 𝑣𝑘 and 𝑣𝑛 . Schadller et al [20] defined various parameters to produce 59 filters
that named GFAS. The 311 features are generated by convolving those filterbank with input signal
in mel-spaces.
4. In this study we reduced the 311-features into only first 23-features based on observation that first
few filters are actually the basis for another filters. Hence, the first few features hold basic features
of the input signal. This reduction also decrease the classifier burden thus improve the computation
cost.

2.2. Dataset
Fourteen audio recording are collected prior to generate tampered audio files. As mention before in Section
1, this study taking into account identical microphone model exists on tampered audio. In this regards, five
different models consist of Shure SM-58, Electro Voice RE-20, Coles 4038 Ribbon, Sennheiser MD421II
Dynamic Cardioid Microphone and AKG C 451 B Condenser are utilized, where each of them at least has two
identical model. Table I presented short information for each microphones including model name, number of
microphone and their naming convention. Twelve microphones of five microphone models are arranged at
anechoic room. Such room is reverberation free and free from surrounding noises. This room is chosen to ensure
the recorded audio produce clear signal.
The data collection using those twelve microphones are recorded simultaneously by organizing the
microphone using microphone stand such that it well-organized. The recording session has three minutes
recording, where at first minute the microphone recorded silence sound. Then, remaining two minutes a person
is reading a paragraph that contain some sentences repeatedly until 2 minute exceed. There is fixed 30 cm
distance between the person's lips and the microphones. Table II depicted audio sample description. Finally, the
tampered audio files are generated by replacing "destination file" at particular time with audio signal taken from
"source file" as described in Table III.
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TABLE I: Microphone Features And Specifications
Shure SM-58
(Mic1: 3 units)

Electro-Voice RE-20
(Mic2: 2 units)

Coles 4038 Ribbon
Microphone (Mic3: 2
units)

Sennheiser MD421II
Dynamic Cardioid
Microphone
(Mic4: 3 units)

AKG C 451 B Condenser
Microphone
(Mic2: 2 units)

SHU_0058

ELE_0020

COL_4038

SEN_0421

AKG_0451

TABLE II: The Audio Sample Description
Description

Value

Format
Audio Format
Codec ID
Bit rate
Channel(s)
Sampling rate
Bit depth
File size
Overall bit rate mode
Bit rate mode
Format settings, Endianness
Format settings, Sign

Wave
PCM
1
705.6 Kbps
1 channel
44.1 KHz
16 bits
~16.9 MB
Constant
Constant
Little
Signed

TABLE III: Tampered Description
No.

File Name

Short Name

Source File

Destination File

Start Time

End Time

1

T_AKG_0451_m1_m2

T_AKG

AKG_0451_m2

AKG_0451_m1

0:01:12

0:01:19

2

T_COL_4038_m2_m1

T_COL

COL_4038_m1

COL_4038_m2

0:02:26

0:02:45

3

T_ELE_0020_m1_m2

T_ELE

ELE_0020_m2

ELE_0020_m1

0:01:21

0:01:38

4

T_SEN_0421_m1_m2

T_SEN_A

SEN_0421_m2

SEN_0421_m1

0:02:36

0:02:53

5

T_SEN_0421_m3_m1

T_SEN_B

SEN_0421_m1

SEN_0421_m3

0:01:03

0:01:19

6

T_SHU_0058_m1_m3

T_SHU_A

SHU_0058_m3

SHU_0058_m1

0:02:09

0:02:24

7

T_SHU_0058_m2_m3

T_SHU_B

SHU_0058_m3

SHU_0058_m2

0:01:38

0:01:56

3. Experimental Result
A preliminary study is performed on tampered database to study tampered detection based on fingerprint
features. The experiment is conducted by grouping same models into two or three classes depend on
corresponding number of microphone of the model. Intra-class problem is the main concern in this experiment.
Hence, the classifier will be burdened with less number of classes such that can reveal the robustness of each
features under identical model. As mention on Section 2, all three features called Gabor filterbank, MFCC and
PLP will be compared. Those feature extraction methods are applied on both original and tampered dataset.
Afterward, train-data and test-data are fairly constructed through 10-fold cross validation. The K-NN classifier is
utilized to classify the microphone model definitely after it trained with the train-dataset. The classifier
recognition rates on seven tampered audio are presented in Figure 3 and Table IV.
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Fig. 3: Accuracy of K-NN Classifier Identify the Tampered Audio.
TABLE IV: Accuracy (in %) of K-NN Classifier
Description

T_AKG

T_COL

T_ELE

T_SEN_A

T_SEN_B

T_SHU_A

T_SHU_B

gabor: 23f_2970d

87.73

96.21

92.38

92.39

94.59

84.3

85.78

mfcc: 13f_2980d

50.13

60.55

47.81

33.86

32.38

28.2

27.46

plp: 13f_2980d

51.48

60.75

47.19

33.49

31.86

27.64

26.58

As depicted in figure 1, the extracted features length are as follow: reduced-GABOR has 23 features [20],
MFCC has 13 features [22] and PLP has 13 features [23]. As shown in above depicted tables and figure, it is
clearly shows that 23 features of reduced-Gabor filterbank obtained highest accuracy followed by 13 features of
MFCC and last is PLP feature. From table IV, the highest rates using reduced-Gabor feature can obtained
96.21% on tampered audio of COL_4038 model. This result proven that microphone's fingerprint based on
reduced-Gabor has strong discriminator to recognize the microphone model even it come from identical model.
Accuracy of reduced-Gabor on other models are also promising with at least 84% correct rates. On the other
hand, MFCC and PLP shows very poor and not robust as a fingerprint. According to Table IV, MFCC and PLP
can achieved maximum correct rates not greater than 61%. In addition, both features even give very low
accuracies less than 34% correct rates for model SEN_0421 and SHU_0058.

4. Conclusion & Future Works
Tampering digital audio signal is ease these days using any simple to sophisticated audio editing tools.
Hence, there is also great demand to detect such forgery or to verify the originality of some digital audio signal.
This paper compared three features that exploited as microphone's fingerprint to identify tampered audio.
According to experimental result, the tampered audio can be identified with high correct rates using Gabor
filterbank features. On the other hand, the common features used in audio signal named MFCC and PLP shown
not robust when used as a microphone's fingerprint. The result shows that inconsistency in audio recording can
be detected based on the digital traces even though it taken from identical model. The Gabor filterbank feature
outperform with accuracy of 96.21% at speech recording. Meanwhile, other features MFCC and PLP are almost
produce same accuracy not more than 60.75%.
This study can be extended to study blind forgery detection. In such case, no prior knowledge is required to
locate the tampered region. Meanwhile, the proposed method is still required preliminary training data to detect
the forgery. In addition, more study can be carried out on various places covered indoor and outdoor
environment. It is interesting to know more how echo, reverberant or any noise can affect the digital traces.
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